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do you not buy more Durum when there has been no premium on Durum? Mr. Barnes. We did buy
Durum at that price and we stand ready to buy Durum and to pay that price. The Chairman. But why
could you not get Durum when there was no premium on Durum, while you did get the other hard
varieties when there was a premium? Mr. Barnes. No; we did not get the hard varieties. The
Chairman. You got the milling wheat, a variety that was not Durum wheat, did you not? Mr. Barnes.
We took at those prices whatever they wanted to sell us--the trade--and paid no more for Northern
Spring wheat or any other variety than the price. The fact is that there are other buyers who do pay
more; therefore we get nothing. The Chairman. What grades of wheat have...
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Reviews
This sort of ebook is every thing and made me hunting forward and a lot more. I have read through and i also am confident that i am going to going to go
through once again once more in the foreseeable future. I discovered this publication from my dad and i encouraged this book to discover.
-- Prof. Kip Spinka IV
Just no terms to describe. This is for those who statte that there was not a worth studying. I am just easily can get a enjoyment of studying a written ebook.
-- Deshawn Roob
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